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THE UN RAPPORTEUR, PABLO DE GREIFF, REGRETS THE HUGE GAP BETWEEN THE 

STATE AND VICTIMS OF FRANCO 

FIBGAR warmly welcomes the preliminary observations of the Special Rapporteur on 

the promotion of truth, justice, reparation and guarantees of non-repetition, Pablo 

de Greiff, after his official visit to Spain, to include many of the recommendations 

made by our foundation. 

 Madrid, February 4, 2014. His preliminary considerations convey a deep understanding 

of the problems in Spain about the crimes committed during the Civil War and the Franco 

regime and provide answers to those opposed to taking action on behalf of victims. The 

Rapporteur notes that the gap between the state and the victims is the largest he has seen in 

his professional career and the expectations of the victims can not be considered excessive in 

relation to what other countries have achieved in justice, truth, reparation and guarantees of 

non-repetition.  

 Given the oft-repeated argument that talking about what happened during the Civil 

War and Francoism supposed "rise subyacientes hatreds" De Greiff emphasized  that this 

attitude does nothing but go backwards from the progress made by the Spanish democracy, 

something that we certainly agree. It is also noteworthy for its special relevance in the Spanish 

context, the implementation of the above measures is not "a matter of partisan politics, but of 

rights concerning all." Indeed, we share with the Rapporteur's statement of not being before a 

political discussion but purely to a Human Rights discussion. 

 In justice, the Rapporteur endorses the recommendations of the Committee against 

Torture and the Committee against Enforced Disappearances and urges the State to deprive of 

effect the amnesty law . In this regard, expresses its surprise at the attitude of both the High 

Court and the Attorney General as regards the implementation of the law. From FIBGAR it is 

unacceptable that these institutions do not allow any debate within the Constitutional Court. 

Like De Greiff , we see that the position adopted by these institutions in the causes of the 

Franco regime differs from that adopted in Scilingo and Pinochet cases, thereby preventing the 

access of victims to justice . Finally, de Greiff share with our concerns about the lack of 

cooperation with Argentina and the bill recently presented to limit the principle of universal 

jurisdiction. This last evidences the complete abandonment of the victims by the Spanish state, 

not only victims of our dictatorship , but also the victims of heinous crimes worldwide . 

 As far as truth is concerned, and as we stressed at our meeting with De Greiff, the 

Rapporteur recommends the establishment of an statal institution to systematize the 

information, identify gaps in knowledge, make a plan to conduct research, encourage the 

coordination of efforts and promote access to all documents. De Greiff FIBGAR said that a truth 

commission would help overcome many of the obstacles the victims face to get the truth.  
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We also share the need to expand the coverage of reparation programs for all victims 

of human rights violations, override the judgments of courts set during the Franco´s regime, 

and take steps to ensure the return of seized property.  

 With regard to measures of non-repetition, we welcome the Rapporteur has harshly 

described “el Valle de los Caídos” as "a matter of deep indignation". FIBGAR also considers 

appropriate the message of confidence released by the Rapporteur. The abandonment suffered 

by victims of international crimes in our country does not respond to the values of our 

democracy. Spain has no excuse for inaction. International human rights institutions are 

looking very closely at Spain and it is time to show that we can meet our international 

commitments. 

  


